JOIN THE GRID

Goodware Repository Information Database
Collective intelligence is the key to fighting cybercrime. The efforts of the antivirus
industry alone are not enough to stem the deluge of threats finding their way into our
computers and devices.
Cybercrime has become organized. Profit from stolen data and disrupted operations
feeds a booming underground economy driven by rings of cybercriminals located all
over the globe. They are smarter and faster than ever before, intent on infiltrating the
breadth of our Web experience.
We must band together. Everyone involved must take an active role for a challenge of
this magnitude. We must share our collective expertise and knowledge to outsmart and
overtake digital threats lying in wait for their next victims.
Join the GRID. The GRID is a huge collection of our good files. It aims to be a vanguard list
that differentiates what are safe and good from those that pose a threat to our systems.
Joining the GRID is a strong response to cybercrime. It is your sincere commitment to
secure the safe exchange of digital information.

Why Trend Micro?
•• Trend Micro — a global leader in Internet
content security — focuses on securing
the exchange of digital information for
businesses and consumers.
•• We deliver security that’s smarter than
conventional approaches by blocking the
latest threats before they reach you
•• Trend Micro advances integrated threat
management technology to protect
operational continuity, personal information,
and property from malware, spam, data
leaks, and the newest web threats.
•• We offer flexible solutions, available in
multiple form factors and supported 24/7
by threat intelligence experts around the
globe.

Why Join The GRID?
Safeguard the Internet
Be among the good guys. Be recognized as part of a team that fights cybercrime.
Your logo will stand together with other vanguards of Internet safety in Trend Micro’s
high traffic sites. You will also be part of a powerful and memorable PR campaign that will
identify you as a proactive citizen committed to keeping the digital world safe.
Use Easy and Convenient Tools
Enjoy automated and highly customizable tools. Participate actively and contribute valuable
information without any hassle or drastic changes in your own operations.

TM

Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™
uses a global network of threat intelligence
sensors to continually update email, web,
and file reputavtion databases in the cloud,
identifying and blocking threats in real time
before they reach you. It’s cloud security
made smarter.

GLOBAL SENSORNET

You need only to setup once and you will be good to go for a long time without having to
check the system again and again. Only minimal effort is required on your part but the
impact of your contribution will be felt by many.

COLLECTS

Protect Your Trustworthiness
Lessen the chance of getting associated with badware. Part of the service Trend Micro
provides will be the scanning of your files, ISPs, updates, and new versions you wish to
release.

IDENTIFIES

Through this service, you can proactively avoid false alarms with any Trend Micro product.
You will also get alerted if your code sets off a false alarm.
For more information, please contact:

grid@trendmicro.com
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PROTECTS

GLOBAL THREAT
INTELLIGENCE

